Each person has own color

NIP

Subject / email

[Diagram with various elements and arrows, including:
- NIP
- Subject / email
- Info
- [Elements labeled with arrows and connections]
- Home Screen
- [Additional notes and annotations]

Note: The diagram appears to be a conceptual or technical design, possibly for a user interface or system setup.
Conversation/Read Mail View

Nick 2 days ago
Me 5 hours ago
Nick 2 min ago

Lolcats
I just found the most nowhere site. It is called...

Me (Reply)
I really like it! How excellent...

Text box embedded in most recent message for reply

Each person still has their own color

User bar for current message extents

Arrows scroll per reply vertically
Scroll per conversation horizontally

Sending to show reply into particular message
Conversation List View

- Show the arrows! They help guide the way.
- Name of current person prominently displayed w/ color.
- Boxes sized according to # of replies, each row scaled from size of largest box.
- Vertical scrolls through people/conversations.
- Horizontal shifts the boxes along the path of the arrows.
- Organized with borders for easy recognition/search.